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Summit Launches Industrial-Strength 802.11n Client Module
Provides high-performance dual-band solution for rugged mobile devices
Akron, Ohio, January 13, 2010 – Summit Data Communications, the leading provider of industrialstrength embedded Wi-Fi® solutions, today announced its first radio module with support for 802.11n, the
recently ratified IEEE standard for high-performance Wi-Fi. Designed for mobile computers and other
rugged mobile devices, the Summit SDC-PE15N module is a PCI Express Mini Card with the complete
Summit feature set for secure, reliable connectivity in the most challenging environments.
“Consumer-grade 802.11n modules can’t meet the Wi-Fi requirements of rugged mobile devices,” said
Chris Bolinger, Summit’s VP of sales and marketing. “Only the PE15N module has the Summit feature
set, proven on over 700,000 devices worldwide. Thanks to the module’s dual-band support, devices can
operate in the traditional 2.4 GHz band or the less-crowded 5 GHz band. And if customers need better
throughput, they’ve got it.”
For most rugged mobile devices, the throughput of pre-N standards – 802.11a, 802.11g, and even 802.11b
– is sufficient. But devices with pre-N Wi-Fi limit the throughput of nearby N devices, including those
that run bandwidth-hungry applications. When they incorporate the PE15N module, rugged mobile
devices maximize the throughput of all N devices in the vicinity.
“Many organizations want to move to N on their rugged mobile devices but can’t afford to sacrifice
critical functionality – such as security, mobility, manageability, and Cisco compatibility – to get there,”
said Bolinger. “With the PE15N module, organizations can move to N with confidence.”
DLoG GmbH, a leading European manufacturer of mobile industrial computers, is among the first to
integrate the PE15N module in its devices. “Summit provides us with technological innovations that
strengthen our position among the world’s top five manufacturers of industrial computers, ” said DLoG
Managing Director Hans-Peter Nüdling.
The list price for the PE15N module is US$99. Volume discounts are available to qualified mobile device
vendors. The purchase price covers radio hardware, Summit’s market-leading software, software
upgrades, and a broad range of certification and support services provided by Summit and Summit
partners. The module will be available in production quantities in February and will be certified for Cisco
Compatible Extensions, or CCX, soon after.
For an informative white paper on the value of 802.11n for rugged mobile devices, visit the White Papers
section of the Summit Web site.
About Summit
Summit Data Communications, Inc. is the mobile in today's mobile computers and other business-critical
mobile devices. Summit's embedded Wi-Fi solutions provide secure, reliable connections in the
challenging environments in which business-critical mobile devices operate, including factories,
warehouses, ports, hospitals, and retail stores. For more information, visit www.summitdatacom.com.
About DLoG
DLoG is the European market leader for industrial-suited vehicle mount terminals for industrial
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applications. Leveraging boards developed in-house, DLoG delivers customized solutions, integrated with
high quality and long-term secured support for maintenance or system upgrades. Reliability is DLoG’s
first priority, especially with high environmental demands such as humidity, strong temperature
fluctuation, and vibrations. For more information, visit www.dlog.com.
Wi-Fi® is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.

